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Modellers Central’s
“DUYFKEN” (Little Dove)
Photos and commentary by Mike Barton

Brief History
During a search for new commercial opportunities in 1606, a ship
owned by the Dutch East India Company made the first European
contact with Australia.
Captain Willem Janszoon sailed the Duyfken east off Indonesia to
investigate rumours that New Guinea had large deposits of gold.
He sailed along New Guinea’s south coast to the country’s most
south western point before heading south east.
When Janszoon and his crew next saw land, they entered history as the first Europeans
known to have sighted Australia. They anchored at Pennefather River, about 150km south of
Cape York, before becoming the first Europeans to walk on Australian soil.
Janszoon went on to map over 300km of the Cape York Peninsula’s west coast – the very
first section of Australian coastline to be charted. He never realised that the coast he had
stumbled upon was part of a continent unknown to Europeans. This was due to the fact that
there was no evidence of the existence of the channel of water that separates New Guinea
and Australia, (Torrens Strait). Looking at the two unfinished coastlines on his map of New
Guinea and the western side of Cape York, he concluded that the two land masses might be
connected.
Future explorers referred to Janszoon’s map and log but the significance of Duyfken’s first
landing faded from human memory. Copies of the original chart were made in the 1670s. One
of these became part of a collection of sea charts sometimes referred to as the “secret atlas”
of the Dutch East India Company.
This collection of sea charts was sold to the Vienna Imperial Library in 1737 but it remained in
obscurity for nearly two centuries. It wasn’t until the chart was brought to light and published
in 1930 that Australia was provided with significant evidence of its earliest European history.
The crew of the Duyfken also became the first Europeans to encounter Australian Aborigines.
It was not a favourable start to relations between the two peoples as a conflict ensued with
lives lost on both sides.
The Replica
Apparently there is a total lack of plans of ships of the Duyfken’s era. They were built by experienced shipwrights who worked by eye, also keeping an eye on the available timber and adjusting the design to suit any variations. To some extent, this is true of the replica. Its shape
owes something to the eyes of maritime archaeologists Nick Burningham and the shipwrights.
Nick Burningham, and researchers Marit van Huytsee and Adrian de Jong researched old records and examined artists paintings of the ships of that time. They also used information obtained from a ship wrecked in Dutch waters in about 1590 to come up with the final design for
the Duyfken.
cont. p. 2

cont. from p. 1

1.
At this stage some of the bulkheads
have extra ply glued to them. The photo
shows bulkheads 10 and 7.
At the bulkhead and keel joints, some filing
is necessary to facilitate a neat fit. The
bulkheads have not been faired and have
not been glued to the keel yet.

2.
Before fastening the bulkheads to
the keel, four scraps of ply are glued to
the keel. From the left,
- piece 1 holds the mizzen mast in place,
- piece 2 gives thickness to the keel for
the screw which holds the ship down onto
the pedestal,
- piece 3 holds the main mast in place,

3.
Bulkhead 1 has extra ply glued on
and the deck ply is stained.

4.
Bulkheads 1 and 2 have been faired
but not yet glued to the keel.

5.
The two photographs above show that all bulkheads have been faired. To hold them in
the correct position and alignment on the keel, the deck plank is glued in place at the same
time. The black foldback clips are holding the deck down onto the bulkheads as are the
clothes pegs and toothpicks. I added a small amount of water to PVA and paint this into the
intersections of the bulkheads and keel after they are in position. Capillary action draws the
glue into the joint.
cont. p. 3
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cont. from p. 2

6.
After fairing the lower transom, rubber
bands are used to hold the lower middle
and upper transom pieces in place.

7.
Fold back clips and rubber bands are
used to hold the poop deck onto the top of
the rear bulkheads.

8.
The top of the bulkheads are faired to
take the bulwarks. These are held in place
with fold back clips, planking clamps and
pins.

9
A short length of limewood planking
is glued and pinned to the bulkheads immediately above the bulwarks and starting
at bulkhead 7. The side panel is glued and
pinned in place. A second longer length of
planking is glued and clamped in place
immediately beneath the bulwarks. These
two planks now “outline” an area to the
rear of the bulwark to be planked.

10 This photo shows that
- the “outlined” area mentioned in step 9
has been planked,
- planking up to the side panel is complete,
- 2 more full length planks have been added to the hull. As can be seen, these
planks are kept in line with the previous
plank by using many Kelly clamps.

11 The first 6 planks have been fastened
on.
cont. p. 4
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cont. from p. 3

12 With these first 6 planks, only minor
tapering has been needed at the bow.

13. The keel has been reduced in thickness at the stern and the garboard plank
is glued in place. There is no tapering on
this plank.

14. The first layer of planking is finished.
Planks are tapered at the bow.

15. Triangular wedges are used to fill in
the deadwood area at the stern.

16. Small lengths pf planking are fitted between the first bulkhead and the stem post.

17. The first layer of planking is complete.

18. The transom
comes with etched
lines. These are
used as a guide
when planking the
transom.
19. The hull is sanded and filler is applied
to the low areas. The filler is to be sanded
before applying second layer of planking.
cont. p. 5
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cont. from p. 4

20. The commencement of the second layer of planking.

22. The garboard planks and the adjacent
planks are fitted.

21. Tapering of the planks achieved by laying
a new plank over the previously glued one.
Masking tape holds it in place. The overlap is
then marked, the previous plank is then removed. This method requires no measuring.

23. The second plank up from the garboard plank is split along its length to
make it easier to follow the hull shape.

24. To split the plank, it is firstly marked.
25. Carefully cut with a sharp knife.

27. The bulkhead horns are removed with a
saw.

26. Planking partly completed at the stern.

cont. p. 6
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cont. from p. 5

29. Although the deck had the planks etched
onto it, I decided to plank over this. The pegs
are holding the plank down onto the deck.

28 The bulkhead horns removed at deck
level.

30. The photos above show the deck planking completed on the poop deck.

31. The central plank is fitted first to act as
a guide for the others.

32. Planking is nearly completed on foredeck.

33. Timber is glued to the forecastle deck
and the stove grating is stained black.
Planking is then fastened onto this deck.

34. The bow cap rail is glued and held in
position with pins and a rubber band.
cont. p. 7
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cont. from p. 6

35. The forecastle deck is glued then
clamped onto forward bulkheads with pegs.

36. The side faces of the forecastle are
planked.

37. The forecastle side faces are planked
and the forecastle fillets added.

38. Getting the last 4 planks to follow the
hull shape is difficult so they were steamed
and fastened in place to dry. Once dry, they
were glued and clamped in place. The darker coloured plank is still wet

39. The second layer of planking is complete .

40. The bow planks are shaped ready to
receive the stem post.

41. The false keel, stem post, stern post and
rudder are being planked.

42. The false keel is glued and secured in
place.
cont. p. 8
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cont. from p. 7

43. The stern post is glued and secured.

44. The false keel, stem post and stern
post are all now fastened to the hull.

45. The first strake has been bent then
glued and fastened in place.

46. The wales are bent, glued and fastened
in place.
48. The doorway
panel is in place
and two lengths of
timber glued to
the front of the
poop deck. The
weight of the file
and scriber is
used to hold them
in position.

47. Walnut strips are applied to the doorway panel.

50. The helmsman’s shelter is being constructed.

49. The grating is held in position during
drying.

cont. p. 9
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cont. from p. 8

51. The windlass is being constructed.

52. The rudder has the pintails attached.

53. The rudder is attached to the stern post.
The hinges are glued in place: the nails are
cosmetic.

54. The closed gunport lid with fake
hinges is glued in place.

55.The forecastle is now painted and trim
at its base is added.

56. The second level of trim is added to the
forecastle.

57.All of the side panel has been painted
light blue. When dry, the dark blue and red
has been added.

58. Walnut strips are added to the side
panel.
cont. p. 10
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cont. from p. 9

59 Deck cannon carriages are painted and
wheels and axles added. The grooves that
the axles sit in have been deepened to lower the height of the cannons on the deck.

60. Small walnut strips are glued to either
side of the gunport; eye pins and blocks
are fixed in place.

62. Some cannon rigging is fixed in place.

61. All the deck cannons are now completed.

63. Flats were filed on the carriage wheels
to lower the cannons so as to fit more centrally in the gunports. The deck cannons
are now glued in place. Rope coils are positioned. Pins are used to hold the rigging
to the deck while the glue dries.

64. Head timbers for the stem post have been
fractionally adjusted to fit into the stem post,
and are stained black.

65.The head timbers are fitted and glued in
place.

66. The figurehead is painted and glued to
the bowsprit plate.
cont. p. 11
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cont. from p. 10

67. The forecastle posts are painted then
glued in position.

68. The forecastle rails are painted then
glued in place.

70. Many blocks and weights are used to
hold down the forecastle cap rails onto the
forecastle posts.

69. I made a mistake with the forecastle cap
rails so had to remake part of them.

71. The upper poop deck cap rail is painted
then glued in position.

72. The lower poop deck cap rail is painted
then glued in position.

73. The lower head rail decoration is glued to
the rail and this rail glued in place. To clamp
the bow end of this rail I pinched it with my
fingers for about 15 minutes.

74. The upper head rail is painted then glued
in position and clamped with many pegs.
cont. p. 12
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cont. from p. 11

75. The head rails and bumpkin are now all
in position.

76. The bittheads and knightheads are
stained .

77. The model is careened so kevel cleats
can sit in position while the glue sets.

78. The kevel cleats, doorway panel, ladder, two bittheads, one knighthead and
grating are all attached.

79. On the forecastle, two bittheads and the
knighthead have been added. To the cap rail,
head decoration and culverins are fixed.

80. The model is careened, (resting on
some rags) to facilitate the painting of the
lower section of the hull.

81. Anchors are assembled and cord is
seized around the anchor ring.

82. The anchors are lashed to the top head
rail. To make the rigging easier, the anchors
were removed and refitted later.
cont. p. 13
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cont. from p. 12

83. Windlass, hatch and hawse pipes are in
place ready for the anchor rope to be wound
around the windlass and fed into the hawse
pipes.

84. All the channels stained.

85. The channels are held in place on the
hull with epoxy resin and strengthened with
pin shanks.

86. The gunport lids are constructed then
fixed in place.

87. A small lathe is used to turn the decoration and taper on the masts.

88. The main and fore mast lower and upper
sections are glued.

89. The mast cheeks are glued and pinned
in place.

90. The trestle tree is glued and kept in place
with the scriber from a scribing block.
cont. p. 14
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cont. from p. 13

92. The bowsprit flagstaff is glued and held
in position.

91. The cross and trestle tree is glued in
place.
93. All the masts
and spars have
been stained and
lacquered.

94. All the blocks have been lacquered.

95. The masts and bowsprit are fixed in
place.

96. A clamping device used to support the
block and rope while reeving.

97. Eye pins near the main mast are fixed
to the deck.

98. The three forestays are added.
cont. p. 15
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cont. from p. 14

100. The deadeyes are positioned along the
channels.

99. Many deadeyes made.

101. The channel caps are glued and
clamped to the channel.

102. The jig I used to space the deadeyes
when attaching the shrouds.

103. Using the jig to hold the upper deadeye in place when attaching the shroud.

104. All upper deadeyes are now attached to
the lower shrouds and the lanyards (which
reeve the upper and lower deadeyes together) are complete.

105. The upper shrouds and deadeyes are
fixed in place.

106. The main mast ratlines are added to the
shrouds.
cont. p. 16
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cont. from p. 15
108. The main
yard is pinned to
the main mast
with the halyard
and tye attached.

107. All the ratlines are added to the model.
109. A close up of
the main yard halyard and tye.

110. The fore
yard is pinned to
the foremast with
the halyard and
tye attached.

111.By this
stage, most of
the rigging has
been completed.

112. More rigging
completed.

113.Most of the
rigging is now
complete.

114. Many deck rope coils are produced to be
fastened to the deck at the eye pins.
cont. p. 17
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cont. from p. 16

115. A jig is used to hold
the string while forming
rope coils.

116. The rope coils held over
an edge. Hair spray is used to
set them in this position.

118. Some rope coils are glued to belay pins.

117. Paper flags are glued to
aluminium foil. Once dry they
are folded with a string at the
fold and each side is glued. This
method is far quicker than using
the rice paper and the result is
quite satisfactory.

119. Deck rope coils are glued to the deck
near the eye pins.

Conclusion
Although this is the fifth model
ship I have made from a kit, I
still found it quite challenging
and equally rewarding.
The COVID situation certainly
prompted and allowed me to
get on with the task. I deviated
from the instructions in a number of areas:
- planking was added to the
deck,
- many of the components that
required painting had this completed before fixing them to the
model so as to produce neat
edges,
- this is the first model I have completed that has the correct rigging for the deck cannons
though I modified this rigging slightly,
- I reset the anchors in position on the head rails once the rigging for the fore mast and bowsprit was complete
- a length of black automotive striping tape (3 mm wide) was fixed to the hull between the
white section and lacquered section to produce a neater edge.
All in all, a totally absorbing build.
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